
  

Syllabification
and

Pronunciation
cf. Pratico/Van Pelt, Basics of Biblical Hebrew, chap. 3.



  

Syllabification

Three rules:

1. Every syllable begins with a consonant, 

2. Every syllable has only one vowel.

3. A syllable is either open (CV) or closed (CVC)

Example:

rDb| D;d



  

Accents

In Hebrew, the last syllable is usually accented.

Thus, 

rDbD;d = da-bar                MyIhølTa = e-lo-him 

Occasionally, the first syllable will be accented.

Thus,

rRpEs = se-pher NAyÎy = ya-yin



  

Syllable Classification

MyIr| Db| ;Vd
Tonic      Pretonic     Propretonic



  

Dagesh and Syllabification

Dagesh Lene does not affect syllabification.

Dagesh Forte always signifies a syllable split.

hD;qUj > hDq|qUj 

hD;tAa > hDt|tAa



  

Dagesh Forte vs. Dagesh Lene

1. Dagesh forte is preceded by a vowel

2. Dagesh lene if preceded by a consonant, or   
at the beginning of a word.

Also: 



  

Dagesh Forte vs. Dagesh Lene

Remember, if the dagesh is in a letter that is not 
a begadkephat, it is always a forte!

t p k g d b
You may also note, a dagesh will never appear 
in a gutteral.

r o j h a



  

Vocal and Silent Shewa

1. A shewa is silent if the previous vowel is short

2. A shewa is vocal if not preceded by a short vowel

or

1. A silent shewa closes a syllable

2. A vocal shewa ends an open syllable 



  

Vocal and Silent Shewa

hOoVrÚAp 
yEfVÚpVvIm
hDkDrV;b
MyIkDlV;mAh
MyIbVbØ;k

Follows pathach

Follows hireq / Follows shewa

Begins word

Under dagesh forte

Follows holem



  

How do we tell b/w Qamets and 
Qamets Hatuf?

Short/Easy Way:



  

How do we tell b/w Qamets and 
Qamets Hatuf?

Qamets is much more common!

As a short vowel, Qamets Hatuf prefers closed, 
unaccented syllables

hDmVkDh    lD;k
As a long vowel, Qamets prefers open, 
unaccented syllables or closed, accented 
syllables.

rDbD;d



  

Furtive Pathach

In a word that ends in j or o, a pathach 

appearing under the consonant will be 
understood as coming before, not after, the 
consonant.

Aj…wr



  

Quiescent Aleph

Aleph will sometime occur without a vowel. It 
remains silent, but is also not considered in 
reference to syllabification.

taDÚfAj



  

Dipthong

A dipthong in Hebrew is a cluster of consonants 
and vowels that act as a unit.

MˆyAmDv      t̂yA;b
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